Lesson Seven
Highways in the Sky
I . Comprehension
A. Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer :

1. "Not all birds migrate, but great numbers of them do." This sentence means ……….. .
a) all birds migrate
b) a few birds migrate
c) a lot of birds migrate
d) birds don't migrate at all
2. The bird should fly to warmer places of south because …………….. .
a) there is a little food for them in the north
b) they like warmer places
c) they can find plenty of foods to eat in the north
d) they don't get lost
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3. There's a special name for bird's travel between his summer and winter homes . It's ……… .
a) conversation
b) invention
c) migration
d) information

Fill in the blanks with the best choice :
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B. Cloze test :
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The birds are . . (4) . . south. They . . (5) . . that winter's coming. They must fly to warmer . . (6) . ..
There they can find plenty of …( 7)… , seeds, and fruit to eat . But don't worry. When … . (8) . .,
comes the birds will . . (9) . . back again. And they'll return to the … (10 )… place.
b) walking
b) believe
b) grades
b) cows
b) spring
b) send
b) same

c) finding
c) know
c) distances
c) elephants
c) winter
c) leave
c) way

d) becoming
d) write
d) places
d) tigers
d) summer
d) fly
d) face
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4. a) flying
5. a) find
6. a) things
7. a) insects
8. a) autumn
9. a) pay
10. a) lake

II. Vocabulary
A. Complete the sentences with your own words :
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11.The ................. from our house to my school is one kilometer .
12. It's in the sky . It shines brightly at night. It's the ………… .
13. It's something that you don't like to tell others . It's a(n) …………… .
14. …………….. means going from one place to another .
15. Spring is the first ………… of a year .
16. There are 1000 meters in a ………….. .

B. Fill in the blanks with the words given :
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Special – daylight – get lost – migrate – discover – shining – air – thought - mystery

17. Some birds cannot ........ long distances.
18. I ………… it would be nice to go to the park .
19. The sun is ............brightly and beautifully today .
20. People, plants and animals need . . . . and water to live.
21. If you can't find our way in the map, we may ………….. .
21. Did you hear about the . . . . of the ship that got lost?
22. You must have …………... boots for skiing.
23. It's better to travel by car in …………….. .
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C. Find the meaning of underlined words :
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certainly = sure
plan = map
discover = find
plenty = a large number
bright = shiny
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Learn more about synonyms and antonyms :
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24. Many things about bird migration are still a mystery.
25. In autumn, the days grow shorter .
26. Today was a cool day.
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a) become
b) a little cold
c) turn down
d) secret

asleep # awake
brightly # darkly
discover # lose
turn off # turn on
turn up # turn down
)
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D. Look at the picture and complete the sentence :
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27. The birds are ……………….. in the sky .

Choose the correct answer :
28. The ........... from our house to the post office is just 200 meters.
a) trip
b) plan
c) weather

d) distance

29. Students don't go to school …………….. the summer.
a) before
b) until
c) during

d) after

30. The accident ……………. at 3 p.m. in the highway.
a) took
b) made

c) happened

d) built

31. . Did she …………. you her new address?
a) reply
b) tell

c) call

d) wait

III. Grammar :
" That Clauses " with think , know , hope , believe , guess , ….
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A. Put the words in the right order :
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32. hope / the city / can / Mina / that / 1 / visit .
33. is - today - 1 - it - cold - think - very.
34. think / knows / the answer / they / nobody / that.
35. find / over there / know / she / that / notebook / don't / her / can / I .
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36. in the sky / never / the birds / they / get / do / lost ?
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Choose the correct answer :

c) Tom is writing

d)that Tom writing

38. I know ………… may rain tonight .
a) that it
b) it that

c) that there

d) it this

39. Choose the sentence with correct order.
a) We believe this that is true.
c) We believe this is true that.

b) That this is true we believe.
d) We believe that this is true.
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37. Does Jane believe ………….. a letter?
a) to write
b) that write
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Look at the picture and answer the question :

40. What is the girl doing ?

( I think )

IV . Language Function
Choose the correct answer :
41. A: Will you turn off the radio, please?
a) Not at all
b) Never mind

42. A: Thank you very much.
a) All right
b) You're welcome

B: …………………… .
c) Yes , of course
d) It's too loud

B: .............................. .
c) Sorry , I can't

43. A: Would you give this to Mr. Karimi, please? B: ………………….. .
a) Help yourself
b) Thank you
c) He's from Germany

d) Certainly

d) Okay

V. Pronunciation
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Write the words in the right column :
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gray – boil - sign – three – noise – high – stay – sleep

44.

/ i: /
---------------Leave

/ aI /
--------------try

/ ;I /
------------boy

/ eI /
----------------eight

VI. Reading Comprehension
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Read the passage and answer the questions :

45. Birds fly ………………. .
a. high in the sky
b. on the clouds
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Birds do not fly high up in the sky. The air is too thin. It is hard for birds to breathe in thin air and thin
air does not hold them up. Birds fly near the ground so that they can see where they are. The birds look
for places they know. Then they do not get lost. Some birds fly so low over the oceans that the waves
often hide them. Many birds fly long distances in the spring and autumn.

c. near the ground
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46. The thin air up high …………….. .
a. makes breathing easy
c. hold the birds up
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47. Many birds fly a long way ……………….. .
a. in the summer
b. in the winter
c. in the spring

d. through the water

b. makes breathing hard
d. is just like the air near the round

d. every day

48. When the birds fly close to the water, the waves a. carry the birds along
c. drown the birds

b. may hide the birds
d. hold the birds up

49. As they fly, the birds look for …………….. .
a. good air to breathe
c. clouds in the sky

b. places they know
d. other birds

